Modelling dyads of emotions via sentiment analysis
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Abstract
This article presents a new methodology to quantify the probability and magnitude of combinations of emotions
-called dyads- through a sentiment analysis which provides prior probabilities of the basic emotions, needed to show
the presence of dyads in profiles of people. We classify these features -probability and magnitude- of the dyads into
six groups (max, highest, high, medium, low, lowest) in order to identify dyads that have more impact in what we
call in this work: positive, negative, neutral, and combined profiles.
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Table 2: Classification for the probability and magnitude of dyads.
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Algorithm 1 Prior probabilities of basic emotions.
1: Input: text (tweets).
2: Data mining: using the library “syuzhet” of R, and the function get nrc sentiment, the
package associates the words of the text with the eight primary emotions.
3: Output: probability of each of the eight primary emotions associated to the text, pi, i ∈
{1, . . . , 8}.

Construction of dyads
Let fix a basic emotion i, from the Algorithm 1, we have the prior probability pi.
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700-601

Joy + Surprise 7→ Delight
Confidence + Sadness 7→ Sentimentality
Fear + Aversion 7→ Embarrassment
Surprise + Anger 7→ Outrage
Sadness+ Anticipation 7→ Pessimism
Aversion+Joy 7→ Curiosity
Anger+Confidence 7→ Domination
Anticipation+Fear 7→ Anxiety

Let pi, i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, be the prior probability of having the basic emotion i. We get this probability
through the following algorithm.
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Figure 2: Reading the results of the probabilities and magnitudes of the dyads.
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800-701

Joy + Fear 7→ Culpa
Confidence + Surprise 7→ Curiosity
Fear+ Sadness 7→ Desperation
Surprise + Aversion 7→ Disbelief
Sadness+ Anger 7→ Envy
Aversion + Anticipation 7→ Cynicism
Anger+ Joy 7→ Pride
Anticipation + Confidence 7→ Fatalism
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Low
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900-801

Joy + Confidence 7→ Love
Confidence + Fear 7→ Submission
Fear + Surprise 7→ Fright (dismay)
Surprise + Sadness 7→ Disapproval
Sadness + Aversion 7→ Regret
Aversion + Anger 7→ Contempt
Anger + Anticipation 7→ Aggressiveness
Anticipation+ Joy 7→ Optimism

Classification
High
Highest
Max
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Anger 0.305

Secondary dyads

Interval
[0.5, 0.7)
[0.7, 0.8)
[0.8, 1.0]
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Table 1: Dyads of emotions given by Plutchik.
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Background
The psychoevolutionary theory of emotions written by Plutchik [3], postulates that emotions play
an adaptive role in helping organisms to deal with
key survival issues raised by the environment. For
example, anger and fear are very primitive in human behaviour and its function is to be prepared
to pay attention ([2], [3]). Our emotions are also
biologically linked with the senses, they help to understand our relationship with the senses of others
and are essential for socialization [2].
Plutchik [3] drew a wheel of emotions (Figure 1),
which consisted of eight basic emotions (1. joy,
2. confidence, 3. fear, 4. surprise, 5. sadness,
6. disgust/aversion, 7. anger, and 8. anticipation)
that combined give rise to eight advanced emotions
(love, submission, fright, disappointment, regret,
contempt, aggressiveness and optimism), each comFigure 1: Plutchik’s wheel of emotions.
posed of two basic emotions. Emotions are combined to form dyads that form the advanced primary emotions, secondary and tertiary dyads that
result in even less frequent emotions (see Table 1).
In Figure 1 also note that we can identify the opposite emotions, for example, the opposite of
Anticipation is Surprise, the opposite of Aversion is Confidence, and so on.

i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, k ∈ {R, L}.
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Emotion is a topic of study in psychology, philosophy, sociology, neuroscience, and more recently,
artificial intelligence. The studies are very broad, from emotional responses of physiological reactions
(e.g., heart rate changes, blood pressure, and so on), facial expressions, gestures and postures to
different types of subjective experiences of an individual’s state of mind ([1]).
It is well known that human emotions are complex and words often convey affect emotions, feelings,
and attitudes. Using the social network Twitter for getting textual data is conveniently since tweets
are self-contained, widely used, public posts, and tend to be rich in emotions. It is also very common
to use the statistical package R, through the NRC-Emotion Lexicon to analyse emotions.
Experts say that basic emotions are usually presented in combination, that is, in a more complex
form, and they rarely manifest alone. The combination of basic emotions is called dyad. Intensity or
magnitude is the factor that distinguishes an emotion (or a dyad) from another. This refers to the
force with which an emotion is experienced. Primary dyads are those which people feel frequently,
secondary dyads those feel sometimes, and tertiary dyads those rarely feel.
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(e) Combined profile: 1000 tweets, from 100 to 100. Prediction using compositional data.

Table 3: Dyads of positive, negative, neutral and combined profiles.
Profile
Positive
Negative

Max/Highest
High/Medium
Love
Optimism, Submission
Contempt and Regret Desperation, Fright, Submission,
Disapproval, Aggressiveness
Neutral
Fright, Disapproval,
Aggressiveness, Optimism
Love, Pride,Fright, Optimism
Combined Submission

Low/Lowest
Pride, Curiosity, Sentimentality
Culpa, Anxiety,
Pride, and Domination
Disbelief, Curiosity, Fatalism,
Cynicism, Outrage, Optimism, Anxiety, and Pessimism
Aggressiveness, Desperation, Embarrassment, Pride, Curiosity

Conclusions
• We have provided an novel methodology to calculate two important features on the construction
of dyads: probability and magnitude.
• We have used sentiment analysis as a tool to find these quantitative characteristics of the dyads.
• It is well known that the primary dyads are those presented in people frequently, however, those
can be presented with low probability and magnitude, as showed in the neutral profile.
• We can think that if a profile has very high prior probability on a negative basic emotion, then
he/she will experience negative dyads. We showed that this case will not happen unless the neighbours of the negative basic emotion have considerable (high) prior probabilities.

Probability
• pijk : be the probability of the j-th neighbour emotion of i, for j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, considering the direction k ∈ {R, L}. Here R means the neighbours emotions on the right of i, and L the neighbours
emotions on left of i .
• Pijk : be the probability of the dyad j, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} for k ∈ {R, L}, associated with the emotion i.
Here j = 1 denotes the primary dyads, j = 2 secondary dyads, and j = 3 tertiary dyads. We take
into account that the basic emotion has the same probability (0.5) of going to its right (k = R) or
going to its left (k = L).
Fixing k (the direction), we can define: Di1k := min{pi, pi1k }, Di2k := max{0, min{pi −pip, pi2k }},
and Di3k := max{0, min{pi − pi1k − pi2k , pi3k }}.
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